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Scrapbook Kit Projects from Stacy Cohen
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step-by-stepinstructions
instructions++tips
sketch
step-by-step

PONY RIDE (24x12)
1 Select two sheets of white cardstock as layout base. Trim a
12”x 6” piece of Bougainvillea paper (floral side), then trim
down to one 1.5” wide piece and one 10.5” wide piece.
Adhere the 1.5” wide piece to left side and the 10.5” wide
piece to right side, aligning both at center of layout.
2 Trim a 12”x 1.5” piece from Antique Tile paper (black side),
then trim down to one 1.5” wide piece and one 10.5” wide
piece. Adhere the 1.5” wide piece to left side and the 10.5”
wide piece to right side, aligning both at center of layout
and .5” from bottom edge of Bougainvillea paper strips.
3 Trim a 12”x 1” piece from the top edge (aqua colored
section only) of Dare paper (aqua/white side), then trim
down to one 1.5” wide piece and one 10.5” wide piece.
Adhere the 1.5” wide piece to left side and the 10.5” wide
piece to right side, aligning both at center of layout and
centered with Antique Tile paper strips.

6 Use 3D adhesive to adhere 6”x 4” photo to circle, centered
from top to bottom and .5” from right edge of circle. (Do
not put adhesive on the left or top edges to tuck items
behind the photo). Adhere remaining photos to right of
6”x 4” photo as shown. The first 3”x 4” photo can overlap
centerline if desired, just cut photo at the center seam when
finished.
7 Cut off tear strip from Antique Tile paper (black/tan arrows)
and trim down to one 6.5” piece and one 5.5” piece. Use
3D adhesive to adhere the 6.5” piece to left side and the
5.5” piece to right side, aligning both at center of layout
and positioned just below photos.
(cont’d)

4 Trim an 8” circle from Kraft cardstock. Trim a 7.75” circle
from Fields of Fancy paper (aqua/gold side) and adhere to
Kraft circle. Hand or faux stitch around edge of Kraft circle,
if desired. Adhere piece to left side centered from top to
bottom and touching the center line of layout.
5 Print one 6”x 4” photo, two 3”x 4” photos and one 4.5”x 4”
photo. Matte with white cardstock if desired.
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8 Trim burlap card, Adventure card, white lined card, pink
circle tag, today tab and memories tab from kit printables.
Use 3D adhesive to adhere Adventure card below last photo
on right, .75” from bottom edge and 2.5” from right edge.

to left of Adventure card.
Select “Wild and
Free” die-cut and
adhere to upper
right edge of
Bougainvillea
paper piece.
Select camera
die-cut and
adhere to
lower right
of large circle.
Select small stars
and adhere to upper
left and lower right of
tag clusters.

9 Punch a 2.25” circle from bottom of lined card; set aside
top portion. Matte with a slightly larger circle cut from Kraft
cardstock. Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp “THE
FACTS:” on scrap of white cardstock; trim out and adhere
to top of lined circle. Use marker to add journaling to lined
circle. Use 3D adhesive to adhere circle to upper right of
Adventure card. Form a multi-strand circle with twine and
adhere it to outer edge of circle.
0 Layer burlap card, top portion of lined card, today tab and
memories tab behind left and upper portion of 6”x 4”
photo with 3D adhesive. Adhere paper clip to left edge of
lined card.
{ Adhere Pinkfresh tag to top edge of page, 2.25” from left
edge. Tie with twine. Add paper clip to left edge of tag.
} Add pink circle tag to right of Pinkfresh tag; trim off any
overhang.
q From the Pinkfresh ephemera pack select Wander This Way
die cut and adhere to right edge of arrow strip, overlapping
Adventure card. Select “Adventures are the Best Way to
Learn” die-cut and adhere below Bougainvillea paper piece

w Select Pinkfresh alpha stickers and adhere along arc of large
circle.
w Adhere explore wood accent above Bougainvillea paper
piece, 5.5” from right edge.
e Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp “Documented With
Love” circle on scrap of white cardstock; trim or punch out.
Write date in center with marker. Use 3D adhesive to adhere
circle to center of camera die-cut.
r Embellish with enamel dots as shown.
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layout instructions
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1 Select Shine Bright paper (map side) as
layout base.
2 Fussy-cut flowers/leaves bunch (all in one
piece) from Gathering Flowers paper;
adhere to layout base with 3D adhesive.
3 Print two 3.5”x 2.5” photos. Matte photos
with Tutu Pink cardstock and adhere
photos to center of page, approximately
3.5” from top edge and 4” from left edge.
(Do not put adhesive on left edge so a
tag can be tucked behind it.)

YOU ARE MY WORLD (12x12)

4 Trim white lined card from kit printables. Adhere to lower
left of photos.
5 Select Pinkfresh layered tag. Tie with twine or hemp cord.
Adhere to left of photos, tucking behind photos and
overlapping lined card. Adhere paper clip to top of tag.
6 Write journaling on exposed portion of lined card.
7 Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp “remember this
moment” on aqua portion of Dare paper. Die or hand-cut
into banner shape and adhere to bottom of photo.
8 Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp “TODAY’S STORY”
on scrap of white cardstock. Cut into banner shape and
adhere to upper left of photo.
9 From the Pinkfresh ephemera kit, select small gold stars
and adhere to layered tag and “remember this moment”
banner. Select “Smile & Enjoy” die-cut and adhere below
and “remember this moment” banner.

{ Use Tutu Pink cardstock to punch, die-cut or hand-cut any
type of spiral, rolled or layered flowers (x4). Adhere above
and below the Prima roses as shown.
} Adhere leaf wood accent to right of rose cluster on right
side of photos.
q Use Pinkfresh alpha stickers to add title to upper left corner
of page. Add any type of small letter
stickers from your stash
(or computer printed
letters) to complete
title.
w Embellish with
enamel dots
on tag and
lined card.

0 Adhere one Prima rose to lower left corner of photos and
one Prima rose to right of photos as shown.
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step-by-stepinstructions
card instructions
step-by-step
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HELLO AUTUMN CARD (5.5x4.25)

1 Select A2 card base. Trim a 4.25”x 5.5” piece from Night Sky
paper (constellation side) and adhere to card base.
2 Trim a 4”x 5.25” piece from Night Sky (plaid side) and
adhere to center of card front.
3 Trim a 6.5” x 1.5” piece from Kraft cardstock, then cut a
“v” in both ends to create a banner. Use 3D adhesive to
adhere banner centered across card front.
4 From Pinkfresh ephemera pack, select green leaf and
gold multi-leaf branch die-cuts and adhere to top left
edge of banner.
5 Adhere paper clip just below and overlapping die-cut
leaves on banner.
6 Add gold paint, ink or glitter to autumn wood accent;
adhere to center of banner.
7 Select Pinkfresh wood alpha stickers to spell out “hello”
and adhere along upper right edge of Kraft banner.
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Stacy Cohen
lives in Los Angeles with
her husband and two
daughters, as well as two
cats and two dogs. She
works part-time as an
insurance agent, specializing in health and life
insurance.
Stacy started scrapbooking in September of 2004
when her girls were little because she wanted to
preserve all the precious memories. Scrapbooking
has been her creative outlet over the years, and she
has developed a signature scrapbooking style that is
flowery and feminine.
When she isn’t scrapping, Stacy fosters dogs for a
local rescue group, reads mystery novels and enjoys
embarrassing her daughters with her hip-hop dance
moves.
See more of Stacy’s work at:
www.stacycohen.blogspot.com

The end of the year is quickly approaching and
you won’t want to miss out on our last kit of 2017!
They’ll be on sale November 17 so
be sure to mark your calendar!

ONLINE

   
BONUS

To download these exclusive Acorn Avenue
printable tag files, please visit:
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctfall17-acorn-avenue
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